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Number +48 796701016 

ABOUT ME 

WORK EXPERIENCE                     

EDUCATION 

I’m IT related since childhood – family IT guy. Working now in IT field 
ang learning on external studies on college. Mostly focused on CSS and 
webdesign technologies.  

Besides work and school - lover of movies, music and art. Hobbyist’s 
music producer. 

One month of internship in foreign country - Berlin, Germany. I was 
working there as administrator of website based on Wordpress CMS 
engine. Made there some UI changes in CSS and added some features. 
The biggest challenge back then I remember was a responsive 
webdesign. 

Another one month of internship, placed in Poland, Słupsk - my 
hometown. I was working there as network administrator. I’ve learned 
there about how servers based on Windows Server system works and 
how to administrate them. 

 

For first 6 months I’ve worked on internship for 2 companies, which are 
related.  

Infocity - IT specialist 

I’m working here as IT specialist mainly. Here I’m working on a lot 
of things in broadly defined IT: company’s own mail/iis/ftp servers, 
.NET based apps and simple sites for customers. 

Witkac.pl – Webdesign 

This company is focused on web apps based on .NET and 
jQuery/Angular. I worked as frontend webdesigner, UI/UX designer 
of Wprojektach.pl or Wplacam.pl. Here I’ve learned the most 
important part of my knowledge with CSS/JS, usable apps with 
responsive design.  

 

 
  

 

 

 Webdesign - Grandtourglobe  - 2014.10-2014.11 

 Network administrator - SystemyDK - 2014.07-2014.08 

 

 IT specialist/Webdesign - 2016.06 - NOW 

 

 

 Technical High School (IT as major) - 2012.09 - 2016.06 

 
Ended with IT Technician degree and secondary school-leaving exam 
passed. 

 Politechnika Koszalińska (IT as major) - 2016.10 - NOW 

 
University of technology on IT course as external/half-time studies. 
I’m working now in one’s field and learning on weekends.  

I hereby agree for processing my personal data, included in my job offer, for the purpose of 
recruitment (as defined in the Act of August 29, 1997 on the Protection of Personal Data (Journal of 
Laws No. 133, item 883). 

OTHER SKILLS 
 Languages Polish native, English B2-C1 grade, Deutsch communicative 

 Creativity, attention to detail, fairness, ambitiousness 
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